Variable geometry solar sailing potentially offers enhanced delta-V capabilities and new orbital solutions. We propose a device with such capabilities, based upon an adjustable quasi-rhombic pyramid sail geometry, and examine the benefits that can be derived from this additional flexibility. The enabling technology for this concept is the bevel crux drive, which can maintain tension in the solar sail across a wide range of apex angles. This paper explores the concept of such a device, discussing both the capabilities of the architecture and the possibilities opened up in terms of orbital and attitude dynamics.
I. Introduction
OLAR sails have long been proposed as a mechanism for interplanetary travel [1] , using sunlight to accelerate across space unconstrained by propellant reserves. In more recent years the opportunities that solar sails provide in terms of highly non-Keplerian behavior, with applications such as displaced orbits [2] and polar loitering [3] , have come to be recognized, and attractive concepts such as orbit raising from low Earth orbit [4] and inclination change [5] have been proposed. To achieve these objectives, some form of control over the direction and magnitude of the thrust produced by the solar sail has usually been required [6] . It has been suggested that the solar sail can be tilted, using masses or propellant, as part of an active attitude and orbit control system [7] and that the thrust vector could be modified by changing the reflectivity of the membrane [8] .
However it is now proposed that, in some cases, management of both the direction and magnitude of the thrust vector could be achieved without resorting to the use of propellant, control masses and exotic membranes equipped with liquid crystals or e-ink. This could be done by combining a "heliostable" solar sail, which is to say * Such a geometry might be realized in a quasi-rhombic pyramid (QRP), in which the spacecraft bus would lie at the apex and deploy booms along the slant edges, with the membranes filling the slant faces. By considering the four booms to be arranged in two opposing pairs, and starting in the degenerate case of a square-based pyramid, it is apparent from Fig. 1 that increasing the flare angle of one opening boom pair (orange arrows) and simultaneously reducing the flare angle of the other closing pair (blue arrows) will serve to reduce the area presented to the sun without creating any net torque about the apex. Provided that the angular positions of the opening and closing pairs are carefully matched, the membrane will remain taut and the heliostable behavior will be maintained throughout, albeit to diverging extents in the two orthogonal planes.
This paper seeks to outline the capability that such variable-geometry solar sailing could provide to nanosatsized spacecraft operating in near-Earth space. Deploying sail-like structures from a nanosats can be done [9] , but most architectures offer only a simple deploy-and-forget behavior similar to that provided by the commercial AEOLDOS module. In these cases, multiple booms are often spooled around a shared hub to reduce complexity and provide some measure of mutual support.
We therefore propose a new mechanical arrangement, the bevel crux drive (BCD), that builds on traditional deployment concepts but which provides the flexibility required to vary the boom angles independently after deployment. This is achieved by deploying each boom from its own dedicated spool, the spool rotating when released due to strain energy stored in the deflected boom itself. Each boom is deployed tangentially to the spool and is constrained by a cage of roller bearings, as has been proposed elsewhere [10] , with mutual support between the spools now being provided by linking each to its neighbors through a simple arrangement of bevel gears. After the deployment is complete the spools become fixed but each circumferential cage of roller bearings is permitted to rotate about its host spool over a short angular distance. This permits independent pointing of each deployed boom.
The BCD arrangement has an additional advantage in that, in contrast to some similar deployment architectures [11] , the deployed sails exhibit perfect radial symmetry. This means that fold patterns can be simplified, which facilitates packing, and the potential for significant out-of-plane forces that could tend to buckle the booms during deployment is reduced.
This paper investigates these factors in some detail and goes on to consider how a QRP-sail might be used to raise the orbit of a small satellite in LEO. We suggest that the solar sail could be opened such that the solar radiation pressure may provide an accelerating force as the satellite moves away from the sun and then closed to minimize the braking force as it moves towards the sun in the second half of the orbit, the heliostable behavior and onboard dampers keeping the apex pointed approximately towards the SRP vector throughout.
Fig. 1
The quasi-rhombic pyramid concept.
II. Geometry and mass properties
This paper will consider that the booms have already fully deployed, and all the analyses will be done in this configuration. We assume the (extended) booms have the same length, which is set to l. Since the sail membrane must be always tensioned, the size of each triangular face of the QRP cannot be altered. This means that the distance between any two adjacent boom tips (e.g. A and B) is constant and set to b , see Fig. 2 (which also shows the body axes). 
By writing the expression for the Cartesian distance between A and B, setting it equal to b and squaring:
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Assuming boom A is the driver, and boom B is driven, we can derive an expression that defines the flare angle of B, for any flare angle of A, in order to maintain the sail tension:
The maximum value for b/l is clearly 2 , such that both With no loss in generality, let us consider face AOB. The normal to the face, pointing outwards, is:
The centroid of the face, which is also the geometric barycenter, is simply the average of the three vertices:
Three different sail configurations, varying the flare angles of the booms, are represented in Fig. 4 . A.
Mass properties
If we consider a uniform areal density  of the sail material, then this point coincides with the center of mass of the face. The value of  however shall take into account an average density that considers the mass of the booms. So for a square sail with X-type booms, the equivalent  , considering a membrane of mass per unit rr  , and this will be used for computing the moments of inertia.
B. Moments of inertia

1.
Sail face Due to symmetries, the principal axes of inertia are aligned with the body axes x, y, z in any configuration of the spacecraft. The moment of inertia of one sail face (e.g. AOB), is:
where   
rr rr
The distance of R to the three principal axes of inertia is then:
,,
The integral in Eq. (7) is then polynomial in s, t and can be computed analytically, for given flare angles of the booms. 
2.
Overall spacecraft Due to symmetry, each face contributes in the same way to the moment of inertia of the spacecraft about each principal axis. The principal moments of inertia for the whole spacecraft are then: 
Forces and torques
The net force generated by solar radiation pressure (SRP) in ideal conditions, on each face i, is [12] :
n r n (9) in which s r is the sun vector, representing the direction of the sun in the same reference frame (body axes), and (10) Similarly, given the position C of the center of mass of the spacecraft, the total torque about that point is:
III. Mechanical layout
The solar sail is extended in a largely-passive deployment phase, during which each section of the sail is extended from its stowage volume by the booms on either side; and subsequently articulated, for the remainder of the mission, in an active control phase during which the booms are pivoted about their inboard end.
The deployment phase is a mechanical process that uses a four-boom BCD assembly powered by strain stored in the booms themselves. Subsequently, in the active control phase, the flare angle of each boom may be varied either independently or collectively using one of three proposed electromechanical techniques to position the cage of roller bearings that surrounds each spool. The complexity of these electromechanical processes varies, but each presents its own advantages and disadvantages.
A.
Deployment Phase
The BCD is a novel gearing architecture that communicates torques generated by tape spring booms through a series of bevel gear subassemblies arranged in a closed loop, thus providing mutual support, shared momentum and mechanical synchronization between the four spool assemblies.
Although the present work considers a four-boom case, due to the specific requirements of the quasi-rhombic pyramid solar sail, the BCD is a highly flexible architecture that can accommodate multiple booms and thus approximate a cone if required. 
B. Active Control Phase
During deployment, the booms extend tangentially away from their spools and a circumferential cage of roller bearings around each spool is used to control the direction of the tangent. These cages remain fixed during deployment to ensure that the booms extend with a common flare angle, but in the active control phase the cages may be rotated about their spools. As is shown in Fig. 7 , this means that the flare angle of each boom can be adjusted independently. Assembling four spool-and-cage units into a BCD layout provides the mechanical basis for the deployment of the quasi-rhombic pyramid from a realistic CubeSat module. Such a device is represented in Fig. 8a , where the yellow booms (in this case, tape-springs) are deployed from purple spools and directed by blue roller bearings in green cages. Fig. 8b shows a physical prototype of this concept, which was approximately 0.6U and which successfully deployed a Mylar membrane against gravity in laboratory conditions. 
C. Articulation
Three specimen articulation methods are explored, namely independent stepper motors for each cage, two stepper motors each linked to a pair of cages, and a single stepper motor mechanically linked to all four cages.
Independent Stepper Motors
By employing the approach depicted in Fig. 9a , the flare angle of each boom may be controlled independently via a stepper motor and worm gear engaging with teeth fabricated into the roller cage. Algorithms will be necessary to control each stepper motor and thus ensure that all four booms move in a manner that maintains the desired global shape. This approach has the advantage that, at the end of the deployment phase, the sail need not come under any undue stress because the booms may be arranged such that all the membrane quadrants are initially slack. This could reduce the risk of tearing, with tension subsequently being applied in a controlled fashion via the stepper motors.
Paired Stepper Motors
The number of stepper motors may be halved by appropriately linking each opposing pair of cages, in compliance with the global behaviour of the quasi-rhombic pyramid, through a shaft driven by a single motor.
The control algorithm is still required to match the speed of the two shafts, and a stress-relieving procedure at end-of-deployment is still possible. To ensure that both booms in each set rotate in the correct direction from one another when the controlling motor turns either clockwise or anticlockwise it would be necessary to use both a lefthand and a righthand driven worm gear in each set, as indicated by Fig. 9b .
Single Mechanically Linked Stepper Motor
It may be possible to eliminate all but one motor by performing the matching function of the control algorithm with a mechanical device such as an elliptical gear train [13] . Fig. 9c shows a schematic of one such approach, using a combination of bevel and elliptical gears to transmit motion from a single motor to all four worm gears. It should be noted that full rotations are not required in the current architecture and so the elliptical gears do not have to achieve full rotations in this case. The elliptical gear ratio is given in Eq. (4). 
IV. Spacecraft data
For the simulations shown later in this paper we will use three spacecraft, which differ in dimensions and masses, corresponding to three different levels of technology. The data presented in Table 1 is common to the three, but Table 2 presents dimensions, masses and other quantities that change between the spacecraft models.
By using the formulas in Section II, it is possible to compute the values in Table 3 , which essentially characterize each individual spacecraft.
As will be explained in detail in a later section, the control law requires two different configurations: one in which the driver booms are fully closed and one in which the booms are fully open (the transition between the two configurations is not considered). In the "closed" configuration, we consider 
V. Attitude motion
In this section and in the following, simulations of the attitude motion and orbital motion will be presented.
Although the two types of motion are in fact simultaneous, for the sake of this simulation we assume that the spacecraft deploys the sail, stabilizes itself in terms of attitude, and then begins the analyzed orbit. In this way, we can consider the orbital motion as being not affected by initial attitude changes.
One of the advantages of the QRP sail is its equilibrium position, under SRP, with the tip pointing towards the sun. An angular displacement from this position results in a heliostable torque in the opposite direction (see Fig. 10 ) which, if undamped, essentially provides an elastic oscillation about the equilibrium position. Damping can be obtained with a pair of fluid dampers, one for each body axis x and y, of the type used on spun spacecraft for nutation damping. They usually consist of a sealed ring attached to the spacecraft bus, filled with a viscous fluid. When the spacecraft experiences an angular acceleration in the direction perpendicular to the ring, a difference in angular velocity between the fluid inside the ring and the ring walls is created, which causes viscous friction and therefore dissipates rotational energy as heat.
Fig. 11 Annular damping fluid rings (yellow).
The differential equations of motion of the fluid in each ring can be written considering that the fluid is accelerated by viscous effects which depend on the relative velocity between the fluid itself and the ring. Named 
The SRP torque t is computed in Eq. (11) , and these values substituted in Eqs. (13) . Equations (12) and (13) can therefore be integrated in time to determine the attitude motion of the spacecraft under SRP.
It is possible to show that there is an optimal value for the fluid coefficient, c, to maximize the damping action, and that this value depends on the moments of inertia of the spacecraft. In essence, a small value of c will result in a negligible acceleration of the fluid within one period of the oscillation, while a great value of c will 
A. Results
Results are presented here for each one of the three spacecraft in the open configuration. The spacecraft initial position is rotated of an angle of 30 deg around its y axis, and the initial angular velocity of the spacecraft (and the fluid dampers) is initially zero. The damping effect is different on the three spacecraft due to their various moments of inertia, which differ by about one order of magnitude each time (see Table 3 ). For spacecraft 1, after about 60 hours the amplitude of the oscillations is reduced to about 3 deg, and this is considered a sufficient pointing accuracy (see Fig. 12a , which represents the angular velocity of the spacecraft and the damping fluid). A closer inspection to the first periods of the motion (see Fig. 12b ) highlights the velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the fluid: their difference is related to the instantaneous dissipation. For spacecraft 2 and 3, the dissipation becomes less and less effective: after 6 days, the amplitude of the oscillations is about 5 deg and 15 deg respectively. For reference, the torque experienced by each spacecraft at 30 deg tilt are: T . This case, for spacecraft 1, is represented in Fig. 13 , which shows how both annular dampers are effective. Although it is not visible from the figure, the damping time is very similar to the previous case. 
VI. Orbital motion
For the orbital motion of the spacecraft we consider the action of the gravity of the Earth (considered a point mass with planetary constant Given the heliostable behavior of the spacecraft explained above, we consider the orbital simulation when the attitude transient phase is concluded and the spacecraft is in an equilibrium attitude with the tip of the sail towards the sun. This attitude is maintained in an inertial, Earth-centered reference frame, while the sun direction rotates around the Earth, so with a period of one year the equilibrium attitude of the spacecraft will execute a complete revolution.
Under this scenario, the net force experienced by the spacecraft due to SRP can be thought as one given by a flat sail, facing the sun, of the same efficiency  and equivalent area Table   2 ).
The differential equation of motion of the spacecraft is:
where r is the position vector in an Earth-centered, equatorial inertial (ECI) reference frame and 
A. Control law
When the sun direction is aligned with the pyramidal axis, the sail acceleration naturally depends on the length of the booms l and b, but also depends on the instantaneous angle of the booms. Thus, varying the angle of the booms, according to the law in Eq. (2), can be used to change the acceleration experienced by the spacecraft. Indeed, we consider that the spacecraft can control the driver boom angle to toggle between two values, one in with the boom is fully closed, and the other where the four booms are open to the same angle, according to the value found in Eq. (3). In the former case, the effective area exposed to the sun (and hence the acceleration) is minimized, in the latter maximized (see Fig. 4 ).
We now consider control laws that can either increase or decrease the semi-major axis. By inspecting the Gauss' equation for semi-major axis it can be seen that, for a maximum change, the sail acceleration shall be tangential. However, the direction of the acceleration in an ECI frame cannot be arbitrarily decided, being always pointing away from the sun. Therefore the switching timing between one configuration or the other can be used as control law.
To increase the semi-major axis, the sail shall be open when the spacecraft is travelling away from the sun, to what is proposed in Ref. [18] for deorbit, by varying the effective area exposed to SRP by changing the pitch of the solar panels. By inspecting the Gauss' equation for eccentricity it is clear that a tangential acceleration changes the eccentricity of the orbit. However the change depends on the true anomaly f, and in particular for a circular orbit ( 0 e  ), the change is positive for half of the orbit, and negative for the other half. If we consider an equatorial or quasi-equatorial circular orbit, where the sun rotates around the orbit and it is in average in the orbit plane over one year, then the contribution to the increase in eccentricity vanishes during a full year, because the tangential acceleration is experienced approximately to the same amount at every anomaly. This allows us to produce a net increase (or decrease) of semi-major axis without substantial change to the other orbital elements, i.e. maintaining the orbit in a circular shape.
B. Orbit simulation
The selected initial orbit is ideally circular and equatorial (zero inclination), but in the simulation an orbit with very small eccentricity and inclination is used, to avoid singularities in the Gauss' equations. These are integrated for one year, using the control law presented above, to produce the following results. Fig. 15 shows the change in semi-major axis, eccentricity and inclination for initial altitude of 600 km. The increase in semimajor axis is almost constant in time and the eccentricity is kept to a very low value, but there is a net increase of inclination of a fraction of a degree. This is due to a seasonal out-of-plane component of the sun vector.
Because atmospheric effects are not considered the increment of the semi-major axis has a very weak relationship to the initial orbital altitude, and Table 4 illustrates that spacecraft 1 climbs at approximately 20 km/year, spacecraft 2 at approximately 40 km/year, and spacecraft 3 at approximately 60 km/year irrespective of initial altitude (see Table 4 ). It is however expected that, at lower altitudes, atmospheric effects would have a significant effect on the behavior of a practical device.
To estimate the magnitude of this effect we consider an aggressive scenario in which the atmosphere is near dynamic pressure in a circular equatorial at 600 km, 800 km and 1000 km, and comparing these values to the solar radiation pressure, we find that the aerodynamic pressure is over 12 times higher at 600 km, falling to 1.3 times higher at 800 km, and only 0.2 times as much at 1000 km. We therefore expect that actual altitude gains would tend towards the values presented in Table 4 above approximately 1000 km, but are aware that a much more complex behavior must be expected at lower altitudes. This is due not only to the competing forces but also to the destabilizing effects of the competing aerodynamic and SRP torques [19] .
Finally, we note that altitude reduction, as a part of an end-of-life deorbit scheme, may also be an attractive application. Under these circumstances a different control law would be required to reduce the semi-major axis, and it can be envisioned that the heliostable behavior might be exploited above 1000 km and the aerostable behavior below approximately 600 km, depending on the solar activity. The behavior in the altitude band where aerodynamic and solar radiation pressures are comparable would naturally be more complex but it is worth noting that, if sufficient pointing capability is available, relatively early compliance with the aerodynamic vector may be attractive. This would enable best use of the solar radiation pressure to be made around 0600h, when it is most effective, and best use to be made of the dynamic pressure around 1400-1600h, when that effect is strongest. This approach would be further supported by silvering the front surface of the sail to maximize the solar radiation force in the morning, and blackening the rear surface to minimize the force in the afternoon. 
VII. Conclusions
A new concept of quasi-rhombic pyramid (QRP) solar sail for nanosatellites was explored. The spacecraft bus, at the apex of the pyramid, deploys booms along the slant edges, with the membranes filling the slant faces.
The enabling technology of the QRP is the bevel crux drive (BCD) mechanism, which allows the deployment of the quasi-rhombic pyramid sail from a realistic CubeSat-class spacecraft, and to vary the boom angles independently after deployment.
The QRP shape provides a passive, self-stabilizing effect under solar radiation pressure, such that the apex of the pyramid will always point to the sun. In addition, by varying the boom angles, it is possible to change the effective area-to-mass ratio of the spacecraft for orbit control. Although aerodynamic effects may be significant below approximately 1000 km, realistic architectures appear likely to have the capability to raise the orbit of CubeSat-class spacecraft above this altitude by several tens of kilometers per year.
